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Why I am entitled to talk

https://shrodotorg.wordpress.com/blog/cancerbio/
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Our time: a Big Data World

INTERNET

Our time: a Big Data World

We all shop, bank, chat, post, meet online, use phone, travel, read, feed, get
diagnosed or cured … every day we all create a digital sea of data which
encode our entire daily life.

Health-related data
Health-relevant data are generated
from digital machines we use. Data
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Medical devices data
Diagnostic divices data
Health care system data
Life style data
Drug related data
Scientific and educational data
….

Some of these data are easily
accessible over Internet

Data Science: from Big Noise to information
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Data flows are noisy, rich
and unpredictable
exactly like the world
generating them

Useful information is based on
the interpretation of structured
and well-ordered data
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Mining software – including illegal (e.g. sniffers)
Servers (proprietary or cloud)
Algorithms – based on Information Theory
Algorithms – pattern recognition (A.I.) etc.
Algorithm - Statistics and «classical» science

The Big Divide (individual vs tech-enabled entities)

Data Storm
Individual
One way to reduce the information
overload:
Picking the «liked» content (relying
on cognitive bias)

Unreliable information

Organized entity
Access to more data
Science-empowered
Tech-empowered
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The Big Divide: public organizations
People in UK were profiled according to several demographic, social and lifestyle habits. The corresponding data
formed a commercially available database.
Key idea: to match this huge consumer database (more than 12.000.000 individuals) versus hospitalization census, so
to have a demo-social description of people hospitalized for type II diabetes.
This social descriptor, validated in the clinical population, was subsequently used for targeting
“at risk” people in Slough (UK) by a marketing campaign, aimed to encourage screening for diabetes. At least 206
cases of unreported type II diabetics were identified.
High-risk profile – 206 new patients out of 2000
Social profiling

Moderate-risk profile

Low-risk profile
Target population
M.Farr & A.Evans, Journal of Direct, Data and Digital Marketing Practice vol.7 – n-1 – pag.47-51

The Big Divide: private organizations
In 2012, BMS wanted to monitor social forums focused on colorectal cancer (CRC) to
answer the following questions:
1.What is the impact of standard chemoterapy on the emotional well-being of patients and
on their daily life (i.e. what BMS can do to improve the patient experience of
chemoterapy).
2.What are the most prevalent reported side effects (i.e. what the patients perceive as
relevant side effects)
They started monitoring 2 highly
populated social forums. The CRC
web forums were identified based
on four criteria: active for ≥five
years, >12,000 total posts, >20
individuals currently browsing, and
≥10 new posts/day.
ecancer 2013, 7:361

The Big Divide: private organizations

This are very relevant information to
establish what do people expect from a
treatment for CRC. This information could
be used to create advertisements luring
the patients and the doctors into asking
for the company treatment.
ecancer 2013, 7:361

The Big Divide: individual bias to reduce complexity
When a flood of information reaches
people having no access to statistics
and scientific tools for pre-treating
information, data meet biases.
Every individuals (including scientists
and medical doctors) select a tiny
bit of the available data, according
to its pre-conception.

Social forums further reinforce this
mechanism
by
creating
communities
where
all
the
exchanged information is already
biased (and presenting selectively
those communities which users are
expected to like)
HAVING ACCESS TO THE (WRONGLY SELECTED) DATA, EVERYONE THINKS TO KNOW BEST THAN DOCTORS.

Empowering digital democracy: (data) science literacy
1. Everyone needs to know what information and data really are
and how Big Data (i.e. Internet information) is biased, noisy,
flawed if taken as it is

2. Everyone needs to know that before assuming data, they
have to be processed, and what this actually means (in very
simple terms)
3. Everyone needs to know how to extract a larger data set of
internet data than those accessible by direct reading and
how to use simple tools for there analysis (which is perfectly
feasible at school)

Big Data @ Home: an example for Meningitis
ISS epidemiology data (on the right) are mirrored in google volume queries (on the left), when the query examined is
properly set.

Big Data @ Home: vaccine discussions in Italy
To understand bias in vaccine
communication, one can identify
groups
discussing
vaccine
over
Facebook and Twitter (Italian groups).
Open-source tools can be used to
group people according to their
community, and then examine the
discussions in each community to
measure how polarized it is.
As a results, one can show that groups
over Facebook and Twitter are always
polarized: they are not a source of
unbiased information on vaccines, and
they can be labeled according to the
bias degree (i.e. internal homogeneity).

Conclusions
1. Big Data are a consequence of the industrial revolution: when
equipments went digital and Internet connected, data flowed
2. Big Data applications for health care are already emerging and
promising results were already presented in several different domains
3. Big Data are not information: processing is required
4. A Big Divide due to the asymmetric availability of minimal information
processing abilities and to the biased selection used by individuals to
reduce complexity is rendering the promising world of Big Data biased
and also dangerous, including
5. This Big Divide can and must be reduced to preserve society

